
2017 PRESEASON NEWSLETTER                 

Dear ECI Members: 

This is my final year of my four year term, for every improvement we have made in the last three years the fall of 
2016 rules meeting we took several steps back socially as a group. After being elected president, it was my goal to 
create an atmosphere of sportsmanship and welcoming. By the end of the rules meeting last November I have 
never been so ashamed to be a leader of our group. I have used foresight to add classes and get them jumpstarted 
and running, and doing so to take the burden off other pullers for an easier season. In an effort to try and bring the 
cost down in a class of the Too Hot To Farm, tempers flared and humans turned to heathens over bringing the cost 
down in a class. I will not tolerate the unprofessionalism that several pullers displayed, and disrespect they showed 
me and fellow competitors, especially when one person says we don’t need 16 pullers in one class and later pipes 
up we need to keep allowing double hooks in his class because numbers are lacking occasionally.  This is the piss 
poorest paying job under the sun and it’s not fun playing with economics of a sport while trying to keep it 
competitive for every budget. 
 
To cut to the chase I will not be running for points this year as well as other pullers, trying to eliminate 5000 dollar 
tires was a small price to ask for ECI’s beginner’s class, we now have two hot farm classes. One open speed, and 
one paced at 16 mph. Yes cut tires can be beat, but in a season long average, four pullers hooked all season, and 
cut tires were first and second followed by two of us with non-cuts placing third and fourth. For those of you who 
weren’t In Platteville or New Vienna, Larry put on non-cuts and pulled. The competition in Platteville was very 
close, all running non cut tires and the spread from first to fifth, was only 5 feet or so. Then in New Vienna the next 
day, Larry got 28 foot put on him by a set of deep treads. In the long term I would like some separation from the 
Too Hots and Hot Farms to be more than a speed limit. 
 
Moving from one soap box to another; the 360’s will be going back to 7500 pounds next year for 2018. So use 
some imagination to get some weight off your tractor. In a nut shell, the heavier the class, the better advantage it 
is for the competitors spending the most money on the dyno and at the machine shop. Brant Griener has his 
tractor at 6500 with a 706 rear, and thinking out loud would like to see this class down to 7200 like the LLSS 20 
years ago, when they were 600 horsepower. 
 
At one time this winter, I was hearing that competitors from the 466 Open were jumping up, jumping over, and 
jumping around like they were at a Wisconsin Badgers football game. After all the speculation and making some 
phone calls, our numbers should be fine this year. If we keep showing people that we welcome outsiders coming in 
and competing, this class should keep growing. I’m going to recommend moving the weight to 9000 pounds. This 
will get closer to a combination class of the southern tractors running with the northern tractors. 
 
I have looked into the idea of creating another class, am I crazy? Maybe, but the trend of pulling is moving into 
economical rule enforcement. PPL is having success with what they call 9000 Profarm. In a nutshell, it’s 474 cubic 
inches, 20.8 tires, virgin box GT42, and monitored 3500 rpms. When we were installing the 360 Hot Stock rules, I 
based the structure off the 9000 Profarms and it turned the 360’s into a very appealing class, which even Rick 
Evans requested they come back to Springville.  
 
Several competitors have tractors sitting in sheds and have signaled interest in a class like this, I know it’s going to 
be a pain enforcing the GT42 as a virgin charger, but it’s doable. This is just me talking out loud, not saying this is 
going to happen but it’s an alternative. The cost of the 466 Open and Hot Farm go up every year, and it gives 
competitors another option to not have to go and buy a new charger each year. Each year we have been getting 
more pulls, and it will make it worth the effort fitting it in. If anyone throughout the year blows a charger or cooler 
and doesn’t want to spend the money on new parts, let me know. 
 
The LLSS class is another class evolving, Badger State added alcohol to the class and we have always followed suit 
with their rule changes. I really would push for adding the alcohol to run at 6250 and diesels to run at our current 
6700, if people are unwilling to change, that’s fine. But I don’t know what else to do to get the class to grow. You 



can choose your own destination where you want to go. This is one class I have never stuck my nose in to far, 
because it was around far longer than I have been so it’s your ship to sail wherever you guys please. The other 
alternative is to drop your tractor back to the hot stock 360 if you are tired of spending the money trying to 
compete and are concerned that the alcohol is going to ruin things. 
 
As far as the rest of our classes the TWD’s, Hot Farms and Super Farms are doing fine. The biggest news though, is 
the resurrection of the Diesel truck class. It is looking like several new competitors are joining, as well as some old 
faces. If we can get an average of 10 diesel trucks I will boost the payout of the class to 1500 next year, which the 
payout this year will be 1100. 
 
If we want to act like politicians and fight over change, certain classes will go extinct before we have a chance to fix 
things, so look at rule change proposals with rationale. I cannot reiterate it enough but getting to know your fellow 
pullers instead of hanging out with the same cliques every pull is better for competition and also is great for 
networking and finding people that are good at things that you suck at. I can’t thank God enough for the friends I 
have made in this sport, and if not for them I wouldn’t have made it as far as I have if I didn’t meet them. People 
come to ECI for a break from oppression of the large scale pulling organizations with bloated overhead and fat 
hogs to feed, so welcome them. 
 
Before filing a complaint, do yourself and your fellow pullers a favor by thinking through what is bothering you and 
bring ration to the equation by evaluating if it’s only benefitting you or everyone? A lot of good ideas have come 
from everyone reading this, but so have a lot of my gray hairs that I sport. If everyone that told me they were not 
coming back after the ball didn’t bounce there way, we would be bottom feeders in the depths of regional tractor 
pulling, instead of the super power we are.  
 
If you don’t share the same foresights that I do, this is your opportunity now to look at yourself and others to 
decide who will be the best fit for the future of ECI, if you weren’t at the rules meeting we had plenty of voices that 
had some real visions on how to sustain the future of pulling in their eyes and it did not totally coincide with mine.  
 
The groundwork is laid out for us to continue our emergence in the spotlight of what regional pulling can be, but I 
cannot emphasize it enough that everyone is a little fish in the big pond at one point in their lifetime. Just this 
week I was turned down for sponsorship opportunities for our 4.1 sweep by Harts, Lemkes, Muller Performance, 
DPE, VGM, Wimers, and Prairie Performance to name a few. I’m a little guy that many businesses wouldn’t know 
me, even if I was a customer. I got told no by these companies, but didn’t give up. I did a follow up call on every 
sponsor I sent a package to, showing the opportunities we had to offer. It is up to some of our pullers that have a 
bigger dick to swing than I do to get these sponsors to drink our kool-aid. So treat everyone with respect because 
once upon a time we were all a new kid on the block. 
 
More notables; some pulls are interested in displaying our machines at their pull before the show starts; contact 
Ryan Sieck for further details. Don’t forget to call when your head is off your tractor for cube checking. Mediacom 
will be at Central City for the ECI pull to video tape for a later viewing on their TV channel across the state. 
Membership has gone up $50; this will include a T-shirt, koozie and souvenir program. Enclosed is sponsorship 
information too, so please pass this on to businesses that you would like to support ECI.  
 
The 2017 program will go to print on June 1st, if you have a sponsor or are interested in advertising, please contact 
Ryan Sieck to pass your information on too. Also, if you are switching classes, please let him know also, so he can 
make changes as needed so the program is as correct as we can make it! 
 
Let’s make 2017 the best year ECI has ever had!  
 
Sincerely 
Wyatt Blackford 


